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Introduction
Rachel Aziani is a blonde MILF who has been producing her own official site for nearly five full years.
Better known to some as 'Busty Rachel', this all natural 34DD-26-34 buxom Italian blonde Babe is one
sexy MILF you do not want to miss! What makes her so damn special is the fact that she actually enjoys
going hardcore on camera. Unlike some jaded models, Rachel is all smiles, giggles and winks as she
gets it on in some amazing home-made high-def videos!

Adult Review
With access to 152 exclusive videos on her website, fans of Rachel Aziani are very well taken care of by the star of the show.
Busty Rachel brings you video in resolutions as high as 960x540 and lucky for you she has a body beautiful enough to look
good even at that level of detail!
  
  Her videos range from artistic solo shoots with music in the background and candle-lit sets to hardcore suck and fuck action
where you can watch her natural tits wiggle and listen to her moan as men... and in some cases women... help Rachel reach
orgasmic bliss!
  
  The photo galleries are also extensive and with images in clarity as good as 1400x900, this site is a wealth of desktop
wallpaper to choose from! The photo galleries are arranged in an easy to use point-and-click manner, though The Tongue
would like to have seen an online slide-show option for 'hands-free' viewing.
  
  As an interesting twist, to provide members with even more access to their fantasy girl, Rachel Aziani has a real live
webcam setup in her office and you can pop in to see what she is up to 24 hours a day 7 days a week. Sometimes she isn't
there, sometimes you'll get to see her without any makeup on working in a bath-robe... and sometimes it turns into a bit of a
live show!
  
  Speaking of live shows... for those who see all Rachel offers and want even more, she is available to members only for a
FULL HOUR LIVE CAM SHOW on a private basis. You can schedule a time slot with her and for the price of $200.00...
you get Rachel Aziani alone in front of a camera to play with. If you think you can hold out for a full hour with this sexy
stacked MILF, give it your best shot.
  
  Along with access to Busty Rachel you also get full Aziani Network access to all of the Included Sites listed on the right
side of this review. That's a whole lot of additional exclusive content for times when you feel like cheating on Rachel with
another gorgeous mature solo starlet.
  
  About the only drawback to the site is that the videos are only offered in one format. For broadband users that's great but if
you are on a dial-up connection the downloads can take a while because of the High-Def video quality and file sizes. Movies
can be streamed online as well, but on dial-up that may not be much consolation.
  
  The full access monthly membership can be yours for $24.95 and it's well worth the price when you factor in all the hours of
exclusive HD porn content you'll be getting. Also, unlike other programs, Aziani offers you a FULL ACCESS TRIAL for 3
days at just $4.95... so take the tour and for less than 5 bucks see what Rachel can do for you right now... chances are you'll
decide to stick around... and she'll end up becoming a very Sticky Rachel as a result!

Porn Summary
Few MILFs as hot as Rachel Aziani do as much as she is willing to do on camera. Of the ones that do, most rarely smile and
hardly look like they are having a good time. Busty Rachel is a Babe who gets off on the action and isn't afraid to let you see
what's on her mind. It's the full MILF access you have been seeking!
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The Tongue says 'A Real MILF Like Rachel With Real DDs Is A Rare Find!'
Quality: 89  Updates: 89 Exclusive: 95 Interface: 90
Support: 93 Unique: 95    Taste: 91        Final: 90

Porn Sites Included
Aziani (Preview) ,Amber At Home (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Blondes, Breasts, Exclusive, MILF, Solo

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.95 Preview: 3 Days for $4.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: HighSpeed

Only
Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 152
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